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Compact Versatility: The Shieldon OEM Army Knife SS-0829 for Bulk

Buyers

In the competitive landscape of everyday carry tools, the Shieldon OEM Army Knife

SS-0829 stands out as a multi-functional marvel, offering an impressive 11-in-1

capability. Ideal for the savvy bulk purchaser, this item merges versatility with

affordability, making it an excellent option for corporate gifts, retail inventories,

or promotional items. Engineered with practicality in mind, the SS-0829 is a testament

to Shieldon’s commitment to quality and functionality, all at a low price point that

doesn’t compromise on performance.

Product Specifications

The Shieldon SS-0829 army knife is a symphony of design and efficiency. It features

a robust main body material of 2CR13 stainless steel, known for its strength and

resistance to corrosion, which ensures longevity and durability in a variety of

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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environments. The handle material is made from high-quality ABS, offering a sturdy

grip and resilience against impact and wear, with a classic black color that exudes

a sense of professionalism and sleekness.

When closed, the knife measures a pocket-friendly 3.66 inches (93mm), expanding to

a functional 6.1 inches (155mm) when opened. With a total thickness of 0.49 inches

(12.5mm) and a width of 0.98 inches (25mm), this tool is designed for portability

without sacrificing usability. The blade itself is 2.48 inches (63mm) long, an ideal

size for precision tasks, and the entire knife weighs in at a comfortable 3.63 ounces

(103g), making it an unobtrusive addition to any pocket, purse, or pack.

The satin finish on the main body not only adds to its aesthetic appeal but also provides

an extra layer of protection against the elements. While the SS-0829 does not feature

a locking blade, its design ensures safe and effective use during operation.

Multifunctional Features

This 11-in-1 EDC tool is an arsenal of functionality packaged into one compact device.

The SS-0829 includes:

1. Knife Blade: Sharp and versatile for cutting tasks.

2. Wood Saw: Sturdy and reliable for sawing through tough materials.

3. Scissors: Convenient for quick snipping operations.

4. Bottle Opener: Essential for beverage access anywhere.

5. Can Opener: Makes opening canned goods effortless.

6. Phillips Screwdriver: Handy for tightening or loosening screws.

7. Needle: Useful for piercing or detailed work.

8. Corkscrew: A social lifesaver for wine enthusiasts.

9. Nail File: For maintaining manicured fingernails on the go.

10. Nail Cleaner: Keeps your nails tidy and clean.
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11. Ice Breaker: Breaks through ice with ease, a unique addition to an army knife.

Customization Options

The OEM nature of the SS-0829 allows for extensive customization, particularly in the

handle scales, which can be matched to different Pantone colors based on client

preferences. This feature is especially advantageous for businesses looking to align

the product with their brand identity or promotional themes.

Purchasing and Bulk Sale Advantages
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The Shieldon SS-0829 is available for bulk sale, with a regular Minimum Order Quantity

(MOQ) of 3000 units, making it an economical choice for large-scale purchasing. This

low MOQ allows for businesses of various sizes to take advantage of wholesale pricing

without the need for excessive inventory.

Ideal for Various Markets

The SS-0829 is not only suitable for outdoor enthusiasts and survival gear markets

but also makes an excellent addition to DIY kits, household tool collections, and as

a practical gift option for corporate events or giveaways. Its comprehensive features

make it a universal tool that appeals to a wide audience.

Quality Assurance

Shieldon, as a Manufacturing & Trading Combo, ensures that each SS-0829 army knife

passes stringent quality control checks, guaranteeing that the tools not only meet

but exceed industry standards. By choosing Shieldon, you are opting for a partner that

values excellence and customer satisfaction above all else.

Summary

The Shieldon OEM Army Knife SS-0829 is a prime example of what a well-thought-out EDC

tool should be. Offering a multitude of functions in a compact form factor, this army

knife is tailored for the wholesale buyer who values quality, functionality, and

affordability. With customizable options, low MOQ, and the assurance of Shieldon’s

quality, the SS-0829 is poised to be a standout offering in any market it enters.

For businesses looking to expand their inventory with a multi-purpose tool that won’t

break the bank or sacrifice on quality, the Shieldon SS-0829 is the quintessential

choice. It’s a savvy investment for those who understand that in the world of EDC

tools, versatility and dependability are paramount.

https://www.shieldon.net/manufacturing/
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The Essentials of an Army Knife: Understanding Its Versatility and

Function

An army knife, commonly referred to as a Swiss Army knife, is a portable,

multi-functional tool that has become synonymous with utility and preparedness.

Initially designed for military use, it has now found its way into the pockets and

toolkits of people around the globe due to its versatility and compact design. In this

primer, we will explore the basic knowledge of an army knife, its components, and its

uses.
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Origins and Evolution

The army knife's origins trace back to the late 19th century when the Swiss Army sought

a compact tool for its soldiers that could be used to open canned food and disassemble

the Swiss service rifle. The original model was called the "Soldier’s Knife" and was

produced by Swiss cutler Karl Elsener. Over time, Elsener’s company evolved into the

brand Victorinox, which, alongside Wenger, became known for the Swiss Army knife's

iconic design.

The army knife has since evolved, incorporating various tools to accommodate a range

of tasks beyond military applications. Today, it is celebrated as an icon of Swiss

engineering and ingenuity.
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Anatomy of an Army Knife

While there are many variations of the army knife, each with its unique set of tools,

some features are commonly found across most models:

1. Main Blade: The primary knife blade is typically made of stainless steel and suitable for cutting,

slicing, and general-purpose use.

2. Secondary Tools: These may include but are not limited to:

1. Scissors: For cutting paper or cloth.

2. Wood Saw: Useful for sawing through wood with ease.

3. Can Opener: To open canned goods.

4. Bottle Opener: Doubles as a flathead screwdriver.

5. Phillips Screwdriver: For crosshead screws.

6. Flathead Screwdriver: Useful for screws and can also be used as a prying tool.

7. Wire Stripper: Located on the spine of the bottle opener.

8. Reamer/Punch: For punching holes in leather or wood.

3. Specialty Tools: Depending on the model, these can include:

1. Corkscrew: For opening wine bottles.

2. Tweezers: For precision grabbing, such as removing splinters.

3. Toothpick: Handy for oral hygiene on the go.

4. Nail File: With a nail cleaner tip.

5. Key Ring: To attach the knife to a keychain or lanyard.
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4. Construction: The body, or "scales," of an army knife is traditionally made of red cellidor (plastic)

with the Swiss cross emblem. However, there are variations with scales made of wood, metal, or
other durable materials.

Use Cases and Practicality

The army knife is a tool designed for versatility. It is as practical for a soldier

on the battlefield as it is for a hiker, camper, or even an everyday person needing

to perform random tasks like tightening a screw or opening a package. Its compact nature

allows it to be carried in a pocket, attached to a keychain, or stowed in a backpack,

ready for use whenever needed.
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Maintenance and Care

To keep an army knife in optimal condition, it should be cleaned and oiled regularly.

The tools can be wiped down with a damp cloth and then dried. Application of a drop

of oil at the pivot points ensures smooth operation. The blades should be sharpened

as they dull, and care should be taken not to over-tighten the screws holding the knife

together, to allow for easy deployment of the tools.

Legal Considerations

It's important to note that carrying an army knife is subject to laws and regulations,

which vary by country and state. In some places, there may be restrictions on blade

length or the type of tools allowed. Always check local laws to ensure compliance when

carrying an army knife.
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Conclusion

An army knife is more than just a knife; it is a toolkit you can carry in your pocket.

It embodies the concept of being prepared for a multitude of situations, making it

a trusted companion for adventurers, DIY enthusiasts, and anyone who prides themselves

on readiness. From its military origins to its current status as an indispensable tool

for many, the army knife continues to cut through the complexities of the modern world,

one fold-out tool at a time.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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